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MarineTouch 4Key
Aluminum Switch Panel: Mastering Marine Control

Upgrade your marine experience with our MarineTouch 4Key Control Panel - the ultimate solution for modern boat and yacht control. Designed to seamlessly integrate into your vessel, this state-of-the-art 4-button control panel brings a new level of ease, versatility and performance to your fingertips.
Take your boat control to a new level with the Infinity Switch - where innovation meets excellence. Designed to exceed expectations with its state-of-the-art piezo touch technology, robust design, captivating illumination, and continuous push functionality, this switch sets a new standard for excellence on the water.
MarineTouch Pro6

Aluminum Switch Panel: Mastering Marine Control

Embark on a new era of control with the MarineTouch Pro6 Aluminum Switch Panel. Our dedication to precision engineering and cutting-edge design has yielded a control panel that blends seamlessly with your vessel’s technology landscape. Whether you’re a captain, an engineer, or anyone who values optimal control, our switch panel ensures you stay in command, no matter the conditions.
The Cruzo Glass Series

Where Elegance Meets Superior Functionality

This groundbreaking glass control panel, powered by advanced piezo touch technology, redefines the helm of any yacht, introducing a modern look and feel while providing outstanding functionality, durability and style, combined with a range of stylish options, including a sleek glass front and customizable backlit backlighting in different colors. Cruzo sets a new standard in marine control systems.
Boat Guard

An End to Boat Switch Problems

This piezo touch switch retrofits 22mm pushbutton switches with ease, featuring interchangeable relay modules for maximum flexibility.
Take Better Control on Your Boat EVERYWHERE
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